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The disclosure discloses a system and method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine. The system includes: a task managing subsystem configured to receive a downloading task, acquire a task parameter, divide the downloading task into M downloading subtasks and allocate the M downloading subtasks respectively to respective network equipments, merge downloaded messages after the respective downloading subtasks are completed, and report the merged message; an equipment managing subsystem configured to maintain an equipment status of each network equipment and provide an equipment parameter; a protocol managing subsystem configured to encapsulate a downloading request and send the downloading request to a route managing subsystem, receive and parse a message sent by the route managing subsystem, and store the parsed message in a corresponding memory space; and the route managing subsystem configured to maintain a route table, forward the downloading request to a network side via a corresponding network equipment, and send a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem. By integrating multiple network equipments on the stand-alone machine, the disclosure achieves sharing of multiple network resources, maximizing utilization of network resources of the stand-alone machine, which meets the demand of a high-speed network application.
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1. a user selects voluntarily a default master network equipment according to a data transfer bandwidth and/or a cost of each network equipment

2. the route managing subsystem acquires, from the equipment managing subsystem, a network parameter of the selected network equipment

3. a route table of a PC is set according to the acquired parameter, and the designated default master network equipment is set as the default route exit

4. the user performs a default network application by browsing with the selected network equipment

end
Fig. 7

1. Start

2. Use weights for the respective network equipments to perform downloading is set

3. A user designates a downloading task to be performed

4. The task managing subsystem acquires a task parameter of the resource to be downloaded

5. The present downloading task is divided into n downloading subtasks according to a task parameter and the use weight for the network equipment

6. The protocol managing subsystem acquires the equipment parameter of each network equipment from the equipment managing subsystem

7. The protocol managing subsystem encapsulates a downloading request corresponding to each network equipment according to the equipment parameter of each network equipment, and sends it to the route managing subsystem

8. The route managing subsystem sends the downloading request message to a network side via a corresponding network equipment

9. The route managing subsystem transfers a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem

10. The protocol managing subsystem parses the returned message according to a protocol, and stores separately content downloaded in respective downloading subtasks

11. Are all downloading subtasks completed?

12. Results of respective downloading subtasks are merged and stored in the memory space designated by the user

13. End
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SHARING MULTIPLE NETWORK RESOURCES ON
STAND-ALONE MACHINE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of communications, and in particular to a system and method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A stand-alone machine system may in general support multiple internet equipments, usually just one of which, however, can be used at a time to perform a network application. A user may use a network mainly in two ways: one is to perform an ordinary browsing application, which requires a small flow rate, in which case a single internet equipment may do the job in general; the other is to perform a downloading application, a primary demand of which is for the downloading speed, as ways of downloading used by the present stand-alone machine system, such as downloading by Thunder, various protocols such as P2P, FTP, are all performed using a separate internet equipment of the stand-alone machine, the downloading speed will be limited to data transfer bandwidth available for the internet equipment used. How to prevent such a waste of network resources, maximize resource utilization, and go beyond the limit of the data transfer bandwidth of an individual resource is a problem pressing for a solution.

SUMMARY

[0003] It is desired for the disclosure to provide a system and method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine, so as to integrate the utilization of multiple network equipments on a stand-alone machine, prevent waste of network resources, and go beyond the limit of the data transfer bandwidth of an individual resource.

[0004] To this end, the disclosure adopts a technical solution as follows.

[0005] A system for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine supporting N network equipments, wherein Na2, includes: a task managing subsystem, a protocol managing subsystem, and a route managing subsystem, wherein

[0006] the task managing subsystem is configured to receive a downloading task input by a user, acquire a task parameter, divide a memory space, divide the downloading task into M downloading subtasks and allocate the M downloading subtasks respectively to M network equipments, merge downloaded messages after the respective downloading subtasks are completed, and report the merged message to the user, wherein 1 ≤ M ≤ N;

[0007] the protocol managing subsystem is configured to encapsulate a downloading request corresponding to each network equipment and send the downloading request to the route managing subsystem according to a result of the subtask allocation and an equipment parameter of each network equipment, receive and parse a message sent by the route managing subsystem, and store the parsed message in a corresponding memory space; and

[0008] the route managing subsystem is configured to maintain a route table of the M network equipments, forward the downloading request sent by the protocol managing subsystem to a network side via a corresponding network equipment according to an equipment parameter of each network equipment, and send a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem.

[0009] In an embodiment, the task managing subsystem may include a file splitting module, a file merging module, a parameter acquiring module, and a subtask dividing module, wherein

[0010] the file splitting module is configured to split a file of a resource to be downloaded in coordination with the subtask dividing module;

[0011] the file merging module is configured to merge messages downloaded in the respective downloading subtasks after the respective downloading subtasks are completed;

[0012] the parameter acquiring module is configured to acquire the task parameter in the downloading task containing information on the resource to be downloaded, wherein the task parameter includes a file name, a file size, and/or a downloading protocol; and the subtask dividing module is configured to divide the downloading task into M downloading subtasks using weights according to the task parameter and preset network equipment.

[0013] In an embodiment, the protocol managing subsystem may include a protocol message processing module, a message receiving and processing module, and a message sending module, wherein

[0014] the protocol message processing module is configured to encapsulate the downloading request corresponding to each network equipment according to an equipment parameter of each network equipment and content of a downloading subtask, parse a message sent by the route managing subsystem, and store the parsed message in a corresponding memory space;

[0015] the message receiving and processing module is configured to receive a message sent by the route managing subsystem; and

[0016] the message sending module is configured to send the downloading request to the route managing subsystem.

[0017] In an embodiment, the system may further include an equipment managing subsystem configured to control the M network equipments, maintain an equipment status of each network equipment, and record and provide an equipment parameter of each network equipment; and

[0018] the equipment managing subsystem includes M control modules corresponding respectively to each network equipment performing a downloading subtask, each of the M control modules being configured to maintain the status of a corresponding network equipment.

[0019] In an embodiment, the route managing subsystem may include an equipment-route maintaining module and a route forwarding and controlling module, wherein

[0020] the equipment-route maintaining module is configured to maintain a route table of the M network equipments; and

[0021] the route forwarding and controlling module is configured to set a route trend, control a trend of a message from the protocol managing subsystem, and send a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem.

[0022] In an embodiment, the network equipment may include one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless WiFi, a modem, a wireless network card.

[0023] A method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine, wherein the stand-alone machine supports N network equipments, and N2, the method includes:
after designating a downloading task, acquiring a task parameter, dividing a memory space, dividing the downloading task into M downloading subtasks and allocating the M downloading subtasks respectively to M network equipments, performing a respective downloading subtask via a corresponding network equipment of the M network equipments, parsing a message downloaded from a network side and storing the parsed message in a corresponding memory space, merging all downloaded messages after all downloading subtasks are completed, and reporting the merged message, wherein \( 1 \leq M \leq N \).

In an embodiment, the acquiring a task parameter, dividing a memory space, dividing the downloading task into M downloading subtasks may include:

- presetting use weights for the M network equipments that perform a downloading subtask in the present downloading task;
- after a user designates the downloading task, acquiring the task parameter containing information on a resource to be downloaded; and
- dividing the memory space, and dividing the present downloading task into M downloading subtasks according to the use weights for the M network equipments and the task parameter.

In an embodiment, the presetting use weights for the M network equipments that perform a downloading subtask in the present downloading task may include: setting the use weights for respective network equipments according to a data transfer rate and/or a cost of each network equipment.

In an embodiment, the method may further include: when a user needs to perform an ordinary network-browsing application, selecting a default network equipment to be used before the browsing; and/or altering a network equipment currently in use during the browsing, and performing, by the user, the network-browsing application via the newest selected network equipment.

Compared with the related art, embodiments of the disclosure have the following beneficial effects:

- integrating multiple network equipments on a stand-alone machine, the disclosure overcomes the limit of the data transfer bandwidth of an individual network equipment, fully utilizes all network resources, and achieves sharing of multiple network resources, thus maximizing utilization of network resources of the stand-alone machine, which meets the demand of a high-speed network application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of a system for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a modular structure of a task managing subsystem in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a modular structure of a protocol managing subsystem in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a diagram of a modular structure of an equipment managing subsystem in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a diagram of a modular structure of a route managing subsystem in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for an ordinary browsing application in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a method for a resource downloading application in an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an exemplary scenario of applying an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

To clearly show a technical problem to be solved, a technical solution, and beneficial effects of the disclosure, the disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings and embodiments. Note that specific embodiments described herein are merely for explaining the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the disclosure.

System Embodiment

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of a system for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, a system for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine according to an embodiment includes the following parts:

1. A task managing subsystem as shown in FIG. 2, which includes a file splitting module, a file merging module, a parameter acquiring module, and a subtask dividing module.

2. Functions of the task managing subsystem include:
   - a: receiving a task input by a user (by HTTP parsing or manual designation);
   - b: acquiring, via the parameter acquiring module, a task parameter (including a file name, a file size, a downloading protocol, and the like);
   - c: dividing a memory space, dividing a downloading task into multiple subtasks via the subtask dividing module according to the task parameter and a preset rate of using each network equipment, and controlling each network equipment to perform a subtask; and
   - d: after respective downloading subtasks are completed, merging messages downloaded via each network equipment and reporting the merged message to the user.

2. A protocol managing subsystem as shown in FIG. 3, which includes a message receiving and processing module, a protocol message processing module, and a message sending module.

Functions of the protocol managing subsystem include:

- a: receiving, via the message receiving and processing module, a message returned by the network side and sent by a route managing subsystem;
- b: encapsulating a downloading request message via the protocol message processing module according to an equipment parameter of each network equipment;
- c: controlling, via the route managing subsystem, a designated network equipment to send a message to the network side; and
- d: parsing, via the protocol message processing module, the message returned by the network side, and storing the parsed data in a corresponding memory space.

An equipment managing subsystem as shown in FIG. 4, which includes multiple control modules each corresponding to a network equipment supported by a current PC, for example, a network equipment such as ethernet, WiFi, modem, and the like.
Functions of the equipment managing subsystem include:

a: controlling multiple network equipments;

b: maintaining an equipment status (connected, disconnected, IP address, DNS, network management . . . ); and

c: providing the task managing subsystem and the protocol managing subsystem with equipment information.

A route managing subsystem as shown in FIG. 5, which includes an equipment-route maintaining module and a route forwarding and controlling module.

Functions of the route managing subsystem include:

a: maintaining a route table of each network equipment;

b: setting a route trend according to a master-slave equipment in the equipment managing subsystem;

c: controlling a message trend of the protocol managing subsystem.

The disclosure further discloses a method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine, wherein the stand-alone machine supports N network equipments, wherein N is 2. The method includes:

After a downloading task is designated, a task parameter is acquired, a memory space is divided, the downloading task is divided into M downloading subtasks and the M downloading subtasks are allocated respectively to M network equipments, a respective downloading subtask is performed via a corresponding network equipment of the M network equipments, a message downloaded from a network side is parsed and stored in a corresponding memory space, all downloaded messages are merged after all downloading subtasks are completed, and the merged message is reported, wherein 1 ≤ M ≤ N.

Specifically, the step of acquiring the task parameter, dividing the memory space, dividing the downloading task into M downloading subtasks includes: use weights for the M network equipments performing a downloading subtask in the present downloading task are preset; after a user designates the downloading task, the task parameter including necessary downloading resource information is acquired; and the memory space is divided, and the present downloading task is divided into M downloading subtasks according to the use weights for the M network equipments and the task parameter.

The step of presetting the use weights for the M network equipments performing a downloading subtask in the present downloading task includes: the use weights for the respective network equipments are set according to a data transfer rate and/or a cost of each network equipment.

Moreover, during implementation of the method, when a user needs to perform an ordinary network-browsing application, the method may further include: a default network equipment to be used is selected before the browsing; and/or a network equipment currently in use is altered during the browsing, and the user performs the network-browsing application via the newest selected network equipment.

Method Embodiment

As network applications mainly include two types of applications, namely, ordinary browsing applications and resource downloading applications, methods for implementing these two types of applications using the system will be described respectively in the embodiment.

A flow of an ordinary application is as shown by FIG. 6, which is a flowchart of a method for an ordinary browsing application in an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 6, the method includes the following steps.

1. A user selects voluntarily a default master network equipment according to a data transfer bandwidth and/or a cost of each network equipment;

2. The route managing subsystem acquires, from the equipment managing subsystem, a network parameter of the selected network equipment (IP, DNS, Gateway, mask, and the like);

3. The route managing subsystem sets a route table of a PC according to the acquired parameter, and sets the designated default master network equipment as the default route exit;

4. The user performs a default network application by browsing with the selected network equipment.

A flow of downloading is shown in FIG. 7, which is a flowchart of a method for a resource downloading application in an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 7, it includes the following steps:

1. The user sets use weights for the respective network equipments to perform downloading; with a total weight of 100%, the weights are set according to a data transfer bandwidth and a cost of each network equipment, and a percentage indicated by a weight is a ratio of using a network equipment in the downloading task;

2. The user designates a downloading task to be performed;

3. The task managing subsystem acquires a task parameter of the resource to be downloaded (including a protocol type, a file size, a resource address, and the like);

4. The task managing subsystem divides the present downloading task into n downloading subtasks according to a task parameter and the use weight for the network equipment (n is the number of network equipments that are supported by the stand-alone machine and are involved in the downloading), wherein the file size of a subtask is allocated according to the weights;

5. The protocol managing subsystem acquires the equipment parameter of each network equipment from the equipment managing subsystem;

6. The protocol managing subsystem encapsulates a downloading request corresponding to each network equipment according to the equipment parameter of each network equipment, and sends it to the route managing subsystem;

7. The route managing subsystem sends the downloading request message of the protocol managing subsystem to the network side via a corresponding network equipment according to different IPs of different network equipments;

8. The protocol managing subsystem transfers a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem;

9. The protocol managing subsystem parses the returned message according to a protocol, and stores separately content downloaded in respective downloading subtasks.

10. Steps 706-709 are repeated until all downloading subtasks are completed;

11. Results of respective downloading subtasks are merged and stored in the memory space designated by the user.

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an exemplary scenario of applying an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG.
8. the embodiment further provides an example of an application scenario, wherein the environment of the application includes: a PC, an Ethernet card(Eth), a wireless wifi, a Modem, a 3G network card (Nd is port), a FTP server, a test downloading file (download.test (20M)).

[00090] The process of the application is as follows:

[00091] (1) each network equipment accesses a network, acquires an IP address, Eth—IP1/Wifi—IP2/Modem—IP3/Nd—IP4;

[00092] (2) the equipment managing subsystem records and maintains equipment IP information, wherein equipment information may be maintained in a table or by some other way;

[00093] (3) the weight for each equipment is set according to a data transfer rate of the equipment: Eth—40%/Wifi—30%/Modem—10%/Nd—20%; the user may designate the weights voluntarily according to data transfer bandwidths and costs, and according to ratios of data transfer bandwidths of equipments per se by default;

[00094] (4) the downloading task is designated to be downloading a file download.test in an FTP server, and the file transfer protocol is designated to be an FTP protocol (any IP-based downloading protocol, in addition to the FTP protocol, can be used for an IP-based application);

[00095] (5) the task managing subsystem accesses the FTP server via default network equipment Eth to acquire the file size 20M (the default network equipment may be designated by the user voluntarily, or may be a master equipment designated in the ordinary browsing application, or by default is the equipment with the greatest data transfer bandwidth when not set);

[00096] (6) the task managing subsystem divides the downloading task into 4 downloading subtasks according to weights for the equipments, subtask 1 is to download a part 0-8M of the file, subtask 2 is to download a part 8M-14M of the file, subtask 3 is to download a part 14-16M of the file, and subtask 4 is to download a part 16-20M of the file;

[00097] (7) the protocol managing subsystem acquires, from the equipment managing subsystem, an equipment parameter of each network equipment: Eth—IP1/Wifi—IP2/Modem—IP3/Nd—IP4;

[00098] (8) the protocol subsystem accesses the FTP server using 4 IPs respectively according to the FTP protocol (file information is acquired via server authentication and user login);

[00099] (9) the route managing subsystem sends a downloading request message of the FTP protocol to the FTP server from a corresponding equipment respectively according to the IPs (to establish an IP-based socket connection to perform message downloading);

[01000] (10) the route managing subsystem forwards a message returned by the FTP server to the protocol managing subsystem (an exit port of a corresponding equipment is designated directly according to a source IP of a subtask message);

[01001] (11) the protocol managing subsystem parses the message returned by the FTP server according to the protocol, and stores content downloaded by 4 downloading subtasks respectively in a corresponding memory space (the protocol managing subsystem distributes a returned message to a corresponding subtask for processing according to a target IP of the message);

[01002] (12) steps (7)-(11) are repeated until all 4 subtasks are completed;

[01003] (13) results of the 4 subtasks are merged into a complete file of 20M, which is then stored in a space designated by the user.

appendix:

FIP interactions between respective equipments -

USER username
PASS password
SYST
TYPE A // transfer in ASCII format
PORT file, port //socket selects a file
REPT Marker // transfer points of the file are reset, task 1 starts from the beginning, task 2 starts from 8M, task 3 starts from 14M, and task 4 starts from 16M.
ReceiveFile() //each task receives content of the file in turn
END.

[01004] In addition, with a present technical solution, an application is performed based on an IP layer, with network equipments including but not limited to those in a present technical solution; all network equipments used based on an IP network may be supported; a downloading protocol supported by the present solution is one based on an IP network, including but not limited to those described in the present solution, and all downloading protocols used based on an IP network may be supported; the present solution supports N equipments, N being the maximal number of equipments supported by a stand-alone machine.

[01005] Obviously, those skilled in the art may make various modifications and variations to the disclosure without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Thus, if those modifications and variations of the disclosure fall within the scope of the claims and equivalent solutions thereof, then the disclosure is also intended to include such modifications and variations.

1. A system for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine, wherein the stand-alone machine supports N network equipments, and N >= 2; the system comprising a task managing subsystem, a protocol managing subsystem, and a route managing subsystem, wherein the task managing subsystem is configured to receive a downloading task input by a user, acquire a task parameter, divide a memory space, divide the downloading task into M downloading subtasks and allocate the M downloading subtasks respectively to M network equipments, merge downloaded messages after the respective downloading subtasks are completed, and report the merged message to the user, wherein 1 <= M <= N;

the protocol managing subsystem is configured to encapsulate a downloading request corresponding to each network equipment and send the downloading request to the route managing subsystem according to a result of the subtask allocation and an equipment parameter of each network equipment, receive and parse a message sent by the route managing subsystem, and store the parsed message in a corresponding memory space; and the route managing subsystem is configured to maintain a route table of the M network equipments, forward the downloading request sent by the protocol managing subsystem to a network side via a corresponding network equipment according to an equipment parameter of each network equipment, and send a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the task managing subsystem comprises a file splitting module, a file
merging module, a parameter acquiring module, and a sub-task dividing module, wherein
the file splitting module is configured to split a file of a resource to be downloaded in coordination with the sub-task dividing module;
the file merging module is configured to merge messages downloaded in the respective downloading subtasks after the respective downloading subtasks are completed;
the parameter acquiring module is configured to acquire the task parameter in the downloading task containing information on the resource to be downloaded, wherein the task parameter comprises a file name, a file size, and/or a downloading protocol; and
the subtask dividing module is configured to divide the downloading task into M downloading subtasks using weights according to the task parameter and preset network equipment.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the protocol managing subsystem comprises a protocol message processing module, a message receiving and processing module, and a message sending module, wherein
the protocol message processing module is configured to encapsulate the downloading request corresponding to each network equipment according to an equipment parameter of each network equipment and content of a downloading subtask, parse a message sent by the route managing subsystem, and store the parsed message in a corresponding memory space;
the message receiving and processing module is configured to receive a message sent by the route managing subsystem; and
the message sending module is configured to send the downloading request to the route managing subsystem.

4. The system according to claim 1, further comprising an equipment managing subsystem configured to control the M network equipments, maintain an equipment status of each network equipment, and record and provide an equipment parameter of each network equipment; and
the equipment managing subsystem comprises M control modules corresponding respectively to each network equipment performing a downloading subtask, each of the M control modules being configured to maintain the status of a corresponding network equipment.

5. The system according to claim 1, wherein the route managing subsystem comprises an equipment-route maintaining module and a route forwarding and controlling module, wherein
the equipment-route maintaining module is configured to maintain a route table of the M network equipments; and
the route forwarding and controlling module is configured to set a route control, control a trend of a message from the protocol managing subsystem, and send a message returned by the network side to the protocol managing subsystem.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the network equipment comprises one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless Wifi, a modem, a wireless network card.

7. A method for sharing multiple network resources on a stand-alone machine, wherein the stand-alone machine supports N network equipments, and \( N \geq 2 \); the method comprising:
after designating a downloading task, acquiring a task parameter, dividing a memory space, dividing the downloading task into M downloading subtasks and allocating the M downloading subtasks respectively to M network equipments, performing a respective downloading subtask via a corresponding network equipment of the M network equipments, parsing a message downloaded from a network side and storing the parsed message in a corresponding memory space, merging all downloaded messages after all downloading subtasks are completed, and reporting the merged message, wherein \( 1 \leq M \leq N \).

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the acquiring a task parameter, dividing a memory space, dividing the downloading task into M downloading subtasks comprises:
presetting use weights for the M network equipments that perform a downloading subtask in the present downloading task;
and
after a user designates the downloading task, acquiring the task parameter containing information on a resource to be downloaded; and
dividing the memory space, and dividing the present downloading task into M downloading subtasks according to the use weights for the M network equipments and the task parameter.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the presetting use weights for the M network equipments that perform a downloading subtask in the present downloading task comprises:
setting the use weights for respective network equipments according to a data transfer rate and/or a cost of each network equipment.

10. The method according to claim 7, further comprising:
when a user needs to perform an ordinary network-browsing application,
selecting a default network equipment to be used before the browsing; and/or altering a network equipment currently in use during the browsing, and performing, by the user, the network-browsing application via the newest selected network equipment.

11. The system according to claim 2, wherein the network equipment comprises one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless Wifi, a modem, a wireless network card.

12. The system according to claim 3, wherein the network equipment comprises one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless Wifi, a modem, a wireless network card.

13. The system according to claim 4, wherein the network equipment comprises one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless Wifi, a modem, a wireless network card.

14. The system according to claim 5, wherein the network equipment comprises one or more of an ethernet card, a wireless Wifi, a modem, a wireless network card.

15. The method according to claim 8, further comprising:
when a user needs to perform an ordinary network-browsing application,
selecting a default network equipment to be used before the browsing; and/or altering a network equipment currently in use during the browsing, and performing, by the user, the network-browsing application via the newest selected network equipment.

16. The method according to claim 9, further comprising:
when a user needs to perform an ordinary network-browsing application,
selecting a default network equipment to be used before the browsing; and/or altering a network equipment currently in use during the browsing, and performing, by the user, the network-browsing application via the newest selected network equipment.